
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1365

what!

As soon as these words came out, Bai Yi’s expression instantly

changed, and he looked at Lin Fan with an incredible look.

Now that the other party is willing to let them go, she can’t ask for it.

But Lin Fan actually said to give them the last chance?

Why is he so arrogant?

Especially, when she heard that Lin Fan was going to Master Bai

Jiaxing to inquire about the crime, her face was completely gloomy.

“Forget it, Lin Fan, I don’t want to humiliate myself!”

In her opinion, Lin Fan is simply whimsical.

just!

Lin Fan couldn’t help but said, grabbing Bai Yi’s hand, and a sullen

expression appeared on the corners of his mouth:

“Whether we are insulting ourselves or they are seeking their own way

of death depends on whether they can grasp this opportunity!”

…

At the same time!

Within the Bai family, at this time, all the core high-level officials

gathered together.

Everyone’s faces were filled with gleeful smiles, because they all knew

that it would not be long before they would get their Bai’s medicine

back.

And Bai Yi and Lin Fan are in their eyes, they will soon be in prison,

and maybe they will be shot!

Their Bai family can finally be ashamed!

Thought of this!

Everyone in the Bai family was ecstatic, cheering and clinking glasses

constantly.

However, at this moment!

“Bai Yilinfan, please see me!” Outside , there was a sound of

transmission!

what!

The entire Bai family suddenly fell silent, and all the members of the

Bai family showed a hideous color.

Lin Fan and Bai Yi have made their Bai family so miserable, so they

dare to appear in front of them?

“The pair of dog men and women knows that they have a dead end, so

come to our Bai family to beg for mercy?”

“Hahaha! That pair of dog men and women also have today? Let them

come in and humiliate them!”

“This is called Feng Shui in turn, dare you Offending our Bai family,

are we now being retributed?” At the moment, all the Bai family

members have a strong hatred in their eyes, as if they are about to eat

people.

It is because of Lin Fan and Bai Yi that their Bai family can only be

slaves forever!

They hated Bai Yi and Lin Fan!

In the field, verbal abuse and humiliation sounded continuously, all of

which contained a deep hatred.

“Patriarch, you must not be soft-hearted!” The words came out!

Everyone immediately looked at Old Man Bai in unison.

I saw a thick insidious color appeared on the face of the old man, and

he smiled grimly:

“I have been waiting for this day. How long can I be so soft?”

“Let them in! I want them to look like a stripe. Like a dog, kneel in

front of me and beg me!”

He couldn’t wait to step on Lin Fan and Bai Yi severely.

Not long!

Lin Fan and Bai Yi walked in one after another!

boom!

In an instant, everyone’s anger was ignited at this moment.

Those pairs of eyes stared at both Lin Fan fiercely, as if they were

looking at their enemies.

The old man Bai looked at the two condescendingly, with a thick sneer

at the corner of his mouth:

“I really didn’t expect that your husband and wife were so bold and

dare to sell fake vaccines. It’s really desolate!”

“I think you are not far from the day of imprisonment, right?”

What!

Upon hearing this, Bai Yi’s face suddenly appeared raging, and his fists

clenched tightly together.

Mr. Bai, knows what is going on better than anyone!

Not to mention deliberately planting and framing her, but now she is

still pretending to be “jealous and enmity”, it is really shameless to the

extreme!

“Let’s talk, why are you looking for me?”

Old man Bai asked contemptuously, and at the same time smiled

unkindly:

“If you are here to beg me, then you can kneel down now!”

Wow!

At this moment, everyone in the audience cast a playful and mocking

glance at Lin Fan and Bai Yi.

just!

The corner of Lin Fan’s mouth was sketched with an ironic smile:

“Let’s come, let your Bai family make a living!”
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